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Abstract. Mesovolumes of materials are the objects of investigation in this paper. These volumes containing
significant elements of internal structure of material are investigated by numerical methods of continuous media
mechanics. The purpose of the research is numerical modeling of localized deformation at the mesoscale. Results
of the calculations show that joint influence of heterogeneities of internal structure of material and action of
maximum shear stresses results in localized development of plastic deformation as a system of shear bands. They
are accompanied by formation of bulk structural elements, which move as units relatively to each other. It is shown
that rotations in the regions of strain localization are higher than those in the other parts of the specimen.
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1. Introduction
The traditional approaches of fracture mechanics based on the averaged description at mac
roscopic scale consider problems of development and propagation of individual cracks. The
prefracture stage precedes such processes. It is characterized by formation and accumulation
of damages and microcracks at lower scale levels - micro- and mesoscale. Development of
deformation and fracture at the macroscale is determined directly by processes at the mesolevel. Experiments show that localization of plastic deformation takes place at the mesoscale
at the prefracture stage.
The adequate description and numerical simulation of features of deformation and fracture
of materials under various kind of loading are of great importance to the problem of design of
advanced materials. It is well known from experiments (Nadai, 1950; Panin, 1990) that plastic
deformation is generated irregularly and its development is accompanied with formation of
various regions of localized strain of different scales at prefracture stage. At meso and macro
levels there are shear bands, thinning regions, Luders bands, neck formation, etc. The subject
of this paper is the problem of computer simulation of the phenomena of a similar nature.
The approach of mesomechanics of solids, the conception of scale and structural levels
of deformation and fracture are used here (Panin, 1990; 1998). Just at the mesoscale there
are basic features of plastic deformation not investigated yet. By mesovolume we mean a
volume of a material in which we explicitly deal with heterogeneities of internal structure
having various physical-mechanical properties. In such mesovolumes of material a medium is
nonhomogeneous. It has a structure which evolve in course of loading. Some heterogeneities
of the structure can be taken into account explicitly whereas other ones can be included non
explicitly by using various complexifications of the continuous medium model. Heterogeneity
of internal structure of a material causes heterogeneity of the stressed-strained state in the

material under loading. The main features of stressed-strained state observed in experiments
should be received in simulations.
Some problems of finite element analysis of mesovolumes of polycrystalline Ag and also
fiber and particle reinforced composites under deformation are presented in papers of
S. Schmauder with co-workers (Soppa et al., 1998; Dong, 1996). Numerical aspects of shear
band formation in single crystals and polycrystals with respect to crystallographic orientation
are investigated partially in (Dene et al., 1988; Harren et al., 1988). Unlike mentioned papers,
here finite difference analysis of model mesovolumes of different materials is carried out.
We use simple isotropic elastic perfectly plastic model and pay especial attention on inhomo
geneity of materials at the mesolevel. Though quasi-static loading is considered, dynamic
numerical method is applied.
2. Model and method of simulation
The Lagrange approach is adopted. Two-dimensional problems under plane strain and plane
stress conditions are considered. The set of equations for the case of two dimensional plane
elastic-plastic flow with the von Mises yield criterion will be used (Wilkins, 1964; Wilkins
and Guinan, 1976).
With reference to the space coordinates ( x,y ), relations for the strain rates are given by
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where vx and vy are the velocities in x- and y-direction, respectively, the dot over a parameter
means a time derivative. Note that szz = hi / h for plane stress and szz = 0 for plane strain,
where h denotes the plate thickness and z is coordinate along the thickness direction. The
rotation rate is given by
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The equations of motion in plane x-y coordinates have the form
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Here p is the actual mass density, t is the time and axx, ayy, axy, azz are the stress tensor
components.
The equation of continuity can be written as
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where V = p0/ p is the relative volume and p0 is the reference density. Using decomposition
of the stresses into the hydrostatic component P and the deviator components Sij
Oij = - P ^ i j + Sij

(5)
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and decomposition of the strain rates into elastic and plastic parts
^ ‘ij +^ij,
it can be written according to the associated relation of plastic flow
sfj = isij.

(7)

Due to the Hooke's law the relations for the stress deviators are the following
(8)
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means the Jaumann time derivative, д is the shear modulus and i is a scalar plastic flow rate
parameter defined by the von Mises yield condition
+ 2sly +
= ^Y q , where Yq is
the yield strength. For plane stress we have
a ,, = - P + szz = 0

(12)

and for plane strain we have
Szz = -(sxx + Syy).

(13)

For stresses lower than 1 GPa and barotropic model of medium we can take for the hydrostatic
pressure the following relation
P = -K ^,

(14)

where K is the bulk modulus of elasticity.
Absence of stresses in calculation region is assumed as initial conditions for the calcu
lations. External loading are assigned, as a rule, by the following boundary conditions. At
two opposite edges of the rectangular computational zone smooth increasing of velocities
are applied for some initial period of time, after that constant velocities (in order of 1 m/s)
are applied until the required integral strain is achieved. At two another opposite edges of
computational zone the free surface conditions are set.
For numerical solving this set of equations a numerical technique that is an analogue of
well-known finite-difference HEMP method (Wilkins, 1964; Wilkins and Guinan, 1976) is
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Figure 1. Calculation grid for coarse-grained Al sample with 3 percent tensile strain (a) and distribution of plastic
shear and rotation along the sample axis in different time moments (b)-(c).

used. Uniform square grids are taken. All computations are carried out on personal com
puter using the computer program based on the method and written by the authors. An al
gorithm of grid nodes splitting was applied to model fracture (Panin et al., 1995; Gridneva
and Nemirovich-Danchenko, 1983).
3. Results and discussion
It is interesting to clear up the influence of heterogeneity of a material internal structure at
development of localization of plastic deformation in mesovolume. At the beginning let us
consider the most simple case when separate fragments of material differ only by strength
properties (they have different yield strengths).
Figure 1 shows results of simulation of a coarse-grained aluminum specimen loaded in
tension. The problem was solved under plane strain condition. The map of grain structure
was taken from one of the coarse-grained specimens prepared for experiments (Panin, 1990).
Heterogeneous inner structure was modeled by assuming that yield strengths of different
structure fragments: grains and grain boundary regions (the last are indicated by different
markers in Figure 1) differ. The yield strengths in the grains themselves F0* were assumed to
be larger than those in the boundary regions in this case, and have the following values for the
corresponding markers in Figure 1: ♦ — Y0 = 2 6 MPa (F0* = 13 MPa), H — Yq = 3 0 MPa
(F* = 15MPa), X — Yo = 35M Pa (Y* = 17MPa), о — Yo = 15MPa (Y* = 8 MPa),
+ — Y0 = 2 0 MPa (Y* = 10MPa), □ — Y0 = 25 MPa (Y0* = 12 MPa). The rest mater
ial parameters used in the computation are the following: д = 26.2GPa, K = 76.5GPa,
p = 2.7 g/cm3. The computation grid contains 76 x 16 nodes with initial space step 0.067 cm.
It can be seen that two shear bands and neck form. When deforming, two shear bands appear in
the regions of fragments of structure with the least strength. In Figure 1(b)-(c) change in shear
exy = 0.5(duy/ d x + dux/dy) and rotation
= 0.5(duy/ d x — dux/dy) along the axis of the
sample is submitted. Here ux and uy are the displacements in x- and y-direction, respectively.
Shear and rotation change along the axis periodically and in opposite phases. These results are
qualitatively agreed with results of experiments on similar samples (Panin, 1990; 1995). One
can see that peak deviations of these values correspond to the zones of strain localization, the
change in rotation being larger. It is possible to achieve another location of bands and even one

Figure 2. Mesobands of localized strain on the surface of thin steel plates. The width of the plates in both figures
are equal to 1 cm.

shear band can be formed only for the same sample geometry with other distribution of the
characteristics of various elements of internal structure. As subsequent fracture occurs near
the bands of localized strain it is very important to reveal them. Rotation seems to be very
sensitive to shear band generation. So, surges of rotations allow to reveal regions of strain
localization at early stage of localization. Some methods of non-destructive testing are based
on this principle (Panin et al., 1993).
A result of other calculation in comparison with experiments of V.E. Panin with co-workers
(Panin, et al., 1993) are submitted in Figure 2. There are results of tension test for a plate,
high nitrogen steel. So, the calculation for a thin plate where plane stress condition exists
were performed. The following material constants were used in the calculation д = 79GPa,
K = 142.3GPa, p = 8g/cm 3. The computation grid contains 60 x 20 nodes with initial
space step 0.05 cm. The Gaussian distribution of yield strengths was randomly mixed in the
calculation grid with disorder of 1 percent (Fq = 300 ± 3M Pa). The left top figure shows
the calculated change in the plate thickness processed specially for comparison with the ex
perimental photo shown in the right picture (Panin, 1995). The dark zones in both pictures
correspond to the regions of the sample thinning. Results of calculation show formation of
several thinning bands which arrangement coincides with experimental photo. The angles
of band inclination to the axis of tension are different in these two cases and also differ
from the analytical and calculated values of 55° obtained for homogeneous plate (Nadai,
1950). In this case the alignment and intensity of shear bands are defined by heterogeneity
of physical-mechanical properties.
The next example of simulation presents modeling of deformation of representative mesovolume of polycrystalline steel sample. A mesovolume is said to be the representative mesovolume if it has enough amount of structural fragments (grains, in this case) to obtain the
properties of material on the macroscale at averaging. So, a representative mesovolume is a
point of continuum at the macroscale level. A map of such a representative mesovolume is sub
mitted in Figure 3. It is taken from a real photo for steel. There are more than 120 grains with
their average size about 30 ^ m in this volume and it can be called representative. In the cal
culation, material constants were assumed to be the following д = 79GPa, K = 142.3GPa,
p = 8g/cm 3. For fragments of different color (grains) the yield strengths were varied up to 20
percent (Fo = 250 ± 50 MPa). The computational grid contains 300 x 298 nodes with initial
space step 1 дm . In the mesovolume under uniaxial tension along the vertical axis the system
of localized strain bands appears with inclination of them about 45° to the axis of tension. In
Figure 4 the greater values of effective plastic deformation
2
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Figure 3. Map of representative mesovolume.
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Figure 4. Localized strain bands in representative mesovolume.

correspond to the greater intensity of coloring. Deformation in bands, covering on width about
5-8 ^m , ranges up to 30 percent when the integral deformation of the sample is equal to 0.7
percent. The system of bands of localized deformation breaks the sample into separate blocks
(bulk structural elements) which move as a whole. This effect of material fragmentation during
loading is distinctly seen in the velocity field shown in Figure 5.
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Figui^e 5. Velocity field in representative mesovolume at fragmentation.
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Figure 6. Reference structure of a mesovolume of Al-Li alloy (a) and space distribution of plastic energy when
integral strain of the sample is 0.25 percent (b).

The following series of results is devoted to the calculations of composite materials. In
this case not only strength but also elastic characteristics differ for different fragments of
material’s structure. In Figure 6(a) a map of mesovolume of A l-Li alloy is submitted. In its
internal structure it is possible to recognize interlayers of oxides which are marked as black
in Figure 6(a) and have the following parameters д = 10GPa, K = 300 GPa, p = 1 g/cm3,
F0 = 22 MPa, and zones (or grains) of pure alloy which are white in Figure 6(a) and have
the following parameters д = 33 GPa, K = 61.6GPa, p = 2.5g/cm 3, F0 = 250MPa.
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Figure 7. Contour maps for positive (a) and negative (b) values of rotations in deformed mesovolume of Al-Li
alloy.

The computation grid contains 121 x 81 nodes with initial space step 2.5 дm . The oxides
have low strength characteristics and plastic deformations start to develop in them earlier. The
deformation appears localized in the zones of layers. Thus, when integral strain of the sample
is equal to 0.1 percent the local strain can reach 10 percent. Heterogeneous fields of stress and
strain in the regions close to the interfaces cause large local rotations in the joints of fragments,
which cover material of interlayers and grains partially. In Figure 7 one can see that these
rotations of local areas are disposed along the interfaces with different orientation. Positive
rotations are located along the interlayers with left-hand inclination whereas the negative ones
are located along the interlayers with right-hand inclination in relation to the deformation axis.
Though crack generation was not allowed here this calculation shows that such an internal
structure with continuous oxide layers don’t realize sufficient plasticity of the material and
leads to it’s brittle behavior.
The last example of calculations shows deformation behavior of a ceramic composite with
TiC inclusions and TiNi matrix up to it’s failure. Here we consider fracture with taking into
account the appearance of material discontinuities. Cracks are simulated in an explicit form
by splitting the computational grid nodes, so use was made of an algorithm of Lagrange grid
nodes splitting (Gridneva and Nemirovich-Danchenko, 1983). An integral fracture criterion
based on the damage accumulation principle was adopted for generation and growth of cracks.
It has the form
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where a 0, i , R are the material constants, a * is the effective stress and 0 ^ a ^ 1 is a damage
parameter. The materials parameters used in the computation are presented in Table 1. The
continuous contact conditions were set at the interfaces ‘matrix-inclusion’. The computation
grid contains 40 x 60 nodes with initial space step 1 дm .
Figure 8 shows the result of calculation for the case of the boundary conditions which
are schematically presented as velocities applied on the boundary of the mesovolume. In the
mesovolume of the composite under complex loading (shear + tension) a system of micro-

Figure 8. An example of simulation of mesocracks formation at the stage of large plastic deformation in the
composite material with plastic matrix and brittle inclusions.

cracks appears. Here, the plastic matrix transmits loading to the brittle inclusions that crack
while shear bands is forming in the matrix.

Table 1. Materials properties for TiNi-TiC composite.
Material

p , g/cm3

K , GPa

д , GPa

Inclusion

4.91

122.0

188.5

Matrix

6.45

39.3

Interface

28.46

Fo, GPa

R

ffQ, GPa

3.0

0.15

0.82

1.11

0.15

0.15

0.82

0.777

0.1

0.82

1.11

4. Conclusion
Thus, heterogeneous stressed state is typical for deformation of mesovolumes of a structurally
inhomogeneous material. This is due to the stress concentrators of various nature and scale
(interfaces between fragments of internal structure, feature of the shape, and etc.). In these
conditions the plastic deformations proceed heterogeneously as well. They arise in the region
of stress concentration and in the elements of structure with the least strength. Then, the bands
of localized shear are formed where plastic strain much exceed average strain. Significant
change in values of shears and rotations making the tensor of plastic distortion is marked in
these bands, rotations being more sensitive to the localization of deformation. The sign of
rotations depends on the orientation of the band concerning the axis of deformation. With
localization of plastic deformations the material fragmentation occurs accompanied by the
formation of bulk structural elements which move as a whole.
Note that the material properties at micro and mesolevels differ from the ones at the mac
roscale. But, unfortunately, they are not known from experiments now. Nevertheless, another
values of these constants will give another quantitative, but not qualitative results in calcu
lation. So, as we studied model samples, it did not matter quantitative values but qualitative
effects did.
So, it is possible to simulate numerically localized plastic strain of meso scale in the
frameworks of classic elastic-plastic model by taking into account the heterogeneous inner
structure of a material in explicit form and stress concentrators of various nature.
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